Activities of Equal Opportunity Center
from(1 -28 February 2014)
Done by Prof.Dr.Jehan Ragab
(Manger&Project Coordinator)

1- Arranging for meeting with some female staff members for taking a step for building a kindergarten in SVU.

2- Following up the activities through the wiki & e-mails for workshop in Sohage University.

3- Preparation for making a presentation through the workshop (15-17 February).

4- Attending the workshop in Sohage University and sharing with 2 members from SVU(Prof.Dr.Jehan Ragab & Nada Nabil) in all activities including workshops & presentation.

5- Writing a report about the activities which done during the workshop and was sent to SVU president & uploaded on website of SVU.

6- Publishing all the activities which done during the workshop and sent to famous newspapers in Egypt.

7- A meeting was done with SVU president and IT staff members for taking the agreement for doing an Arabic copy for website of project.

8- Collecting all activities of the project and translated into Arabic to uploaded on website of the project to be available to everyone to read it.

N.B. The total number of hours from activities which done inside & outside Equal Opportunity Center during the period from 1-28 February 2014 are 57 hours.
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